Actura and ASI Solutions Announce New Strategic
Partnership
Actura and ASI Solutions Commit to Deliver a Comprehensive STEAM Robotics Solution to Australian Schools Introducing FlipRobot!

Actura Australia is pleased to announce its new strategic partnership with ASI Solutions. Actura’s mission is to provide an innovative and
comprehensive robotic STEAM learning solutions to the rapidly changing world of education, while ASI Solutions is an ICT solutions provider that
introduces innovative IT solutions to private and public sector organisations for over 30 years. Because of strong dedication to encouraging
comprehensive STEAM robotics solutions and shared mission, Actura is proud to announce ASI Solutions as their new channel partner.
- FlipRobot Solution Framework is the only robotics solution built on the foundation of the Seven Survival Skills. These skills have been identified by
academics and business leaders as being the necessary transportable skills required to be successful in any chosen career.
- The CASE robotic curriculum has been carefully developed with clear learning outcomes. Actura then designed a robot to deliver the rich CASE
curriculum.
- The FlipRobot learning kit and software environment are engineered to be a complete, out-of-the-box solution, along with State Certified
Professional Development to help support our educators. You can find out more about FlipRobot here: http://www.actura.com.au/fliprobot/

Justin Lowe, Director of ASI Solution expressed his thoughts on the new partnership: “As a longstanding IT partner to schools Australia wide, it is our
goal to deliver the latest technologies to empower students on their learning journey and provide teachers with the tools they need to achieve their
pedagogical goals. ASI’s set of technology solutions brings classrooms, schools and communities together and we feel the STEAM partnership with
Actura further enhances this offering.”

Charles Chung, CEO of Actura responded: “We are delighted to be working with ASI Solutions on our comprehensive FlipRobot solution. ASI and
Actura share the same mission and vision when it comes to education. We are both incredibly passionate about providing all Australian teachers and
students with the tools and support they need to master critical STEAM related skills. Students will need these skills to successfully navigate the
fast-changing workforce shaped by automation, robotics, artificial intelligence and globalization enabling them to become 21st century leaders”

About Actura

Established in Australia since 2014, Actura provides the leading STEAM learning solution spanning from in-class to out-of-class environments. Our
FlipRobot range provides the ultimate robotic STEAM learning solution for the in-class environment. For the out-of-class solution, the CASE Space
school International Study program aims to deliver the once in a life time, best STEAM experience in the most inspiring organisation, NASA.

http://www.actura.com.au

About ASI

ASI Solutions has been a provider of innovative and pioneering business technology solutions to Australian private and public sector organisations for
over 30 years. We choose innovative technology solutions which are matched to each client¹s unique business needs, taking a solutions oriented
approach and working to deliver a clear return on investment.

Our global technology offerings and professional implementation model provides greater efficiency and returns for all customers. We make this
happen with real insight into the external forces impacting IT environments, and we balance the needs of business to help our customers’ transition to
the operating challenges of tomorrow.

https://www.asi.com.au/
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